
The below steps were done by me as a part of the class group project
to create a crisis communication plan for Witman Fleet, which is a

national bus charter company

CRISIS COMMUNICATION PLAN GROUP PROJECT

Next Steps
Media training for potential spokesperson; the training should be to speak in
such a way that it suits the needs of stakeholders
Ensure that the plan identifies crisis communication team members by position
with the responsibilities clearly delineated
Orientation and training for the employees is necessary to make them feel
involved and bring their attention to how a crisis would negatively impact them.
They need to be kept in the information loop. The role of the employees is
critical as they are the organization's most credible representatives to the people
outside the organization with whom they come in contact. Having a dark site on
the organizational intranet, password-protected is one way to provide instant
access to information for insider publics
Choosing the right spokesperson is crucial as they are to speak to our
stakeholders through the media using media as a communication channel
Ensure that the plan and contact lists are updated based on changes in the
organization
Hold a scheduled meeting with all managers and supervisors likely to deal with
the crisis. Go through different scenarios with the crisis management team,
including legal and risk management members, and develop general statements
for each scenario
Email employees to notify them immediately after learning about the crisis and
also to keep them updated about the current situation
Company memo has to be sent to those who do not have access to the Internet
Ensuring that the media page on the company's website is updated for notifying
media of the issue at hand and answering any pressing questions. It is also
important to make the external stakeholders aware that the company is taking
the matter seriously
Reinforce company values and key messages through the homepage of our
company's website



Post-crisis next steps
Loss of business and market share
XL Travel breaking ties with Witman Fleet
Bus company may be boycotted with support of woman’s rights groups
Disinvestment by XL Travel
Stock prices can be affected
Mistrust can be created among the public and customer loyalty may be reduced
The crisis may lower employee morale
Regulators may be alerted because of failure to comply with regulations
The crisis may inspire lawsuit by the victims
It may be an issue that has spread online from attracting supporters to spinning
out of control and calling the attention of stakeholders
Some critics may provide seemingly credible and highly ranked erroneous
information against your organization by using strong SEO tactics. Your
stakeholders may believe in it as high search engine ranking equals credibility.
This may tarnish your reputation and damage the relationship with your
stakeholders

Monitoring the media:

Monitoring feedback from all stakeholders during a crisis situation allows you to
accurately adapt your strategy and tactics
Monitor online news related to your organization via Google Alerts
Engage in superior SEO tactics to rank my organization's website higher than
any critic's website
Search for the organization's name on Google or Bing and get an idea about
what people are saying about the brand online at any given time
Use Google Trends to explore the frequency of relevant topics being searched
via Google over time
Make use of Social Mention, which is a free service that provides daily email
alerts by searching social media. You can receive daily email alerts to see the
latest real-time buzz about you, your blog, brand, services and company
Training customer service representatives to report what they are hearing or
seeing to decision makers on the crisis communication team

Q. Do you need to expand this crisis plan to include other areas of potential threats?

By being prepared for other potential threats, we are only helping ourselves. By doing
extensive market research, we can find what crises have happened to other bus
companies throughout North America and prepare a plan to include these situations. It is
important to be proactive and put our crisis management tactics into place swiftly.



Q. How will you evaluate success of the plan and its implementation?

Retain goodwill of stakeholders
Employee morale shored up
Impacts of negative media coverage minimized
Stave off regulatory and governmental actions that can cause further challenges
Protect business operations
Retain investors and shareholder confidence
Protecting business image and reputation

Q. What else will you need to know/do before building a post-crisis communications
plan?

Determine the damage
Measure the performance of your crisis communication team
Identify strengths to be maintained and built upon
Identify potential areas for further improvement and support development of
corrective action
Do a vulnerability audit to avoid another crisis




